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My name is Stefano Tranquillini,
but everybody calls me Stefano.
I'm CO-Founder @ CHINO.io
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Who I am
I am the owner and co-founder of CHINO.io, a law-security-tech company that I founded in 2014.

I’ve worked in the R&D field as PostDoc (I hold a PhD in Computer Science), and in companies (at SAP and HPLabs).

I’m a tech person with ability to code, organise the work of tech teams and manage tech people (not only tech).

I’ve advanced developer skills (I started in high school) with the last 10 years in Python and Django. I’ve built several backend systems. I’ve the ability to own a product from design to delivery, planning the scalability and security till the production and scaling systems.I’ve experience in public speaking. 

I’ve done that at various events in front of large crowds (most of the time in English).

Last time i took the test I resulted a INTP-T type

In short:
	Nov 2015 - Full time at Chino.io, end of research fellow
	Dec 2014 - Established Chino.io                  
	Mar 2014 - esearch fellow @ UNITN
	Mar 2014 - I'm a doctor but not the kind who helps people. Thesis
	J/S 2012 - Visiting PhD @ SAP Karlsruhe Germany
	Dec 2010 - PhD Student @ UNITN. End of work at HP Labs
	Apr 2010 - Intern Researcher @ HP Labs, Bristol UK.
	Mar 2010 - MSc in Computer Science @ UNITN.              


Entrepreneur
I co-founded (with Jovan) Chino.io

Chino.io is a law-security-tech company that provides tools & services to ease compliance with regulations such as GDPR and HIPAA. My role is the CTO (if you like C-titles), managing the tech product team and leading the development of the systems.

Tech
I’m able to design, create and maintain systems that serve several clients in production. 

In my job at Chino.io I created the system that manages the data, its encryption and indexing. 
I’ve advanced knowledge of programming paradigms for backend system, ability to design complex application architectures in both monoliths or micro-services that can scale horizontally or vertically without downtime.

All in all I'm a (Tech) Product Manager and Developer (mostly backend)


Researcher
I've a bachelor degree, a master degree, and a Phd (that took me three years, 1000 days) in computer science from University of Trento, Italy. 

For a while I was a research fellow @ UNITN. 
During that time I worked on gymCentral, which developed a software and content to deliver training programs targeted at independently living older adults, via tablet or TV; and I did research on crowdsourcing.

As PhD student I investigated the world of Business Process Management (BPM) providing extensions to model processes that involve people, wireless sensor networks, and the crowdsourcing .

Teaching:

- ICT Innovation - Prof Fabio Massacci 14/15, 15/16, 16/17, 17/18, 18/19
- Business Process Management - Prof Fabio Casati 15/16


If you need any of the paper I wrote send me an email


Real Life
In my spare time I also have a life. 

I take photos, I run nearby home, I hike nearby home (the dolomites/alps). In summer I swim nearby home (Garda Lake), in winter I go snowboarding (nearby home).

When I've time I play golf (~30HCP). I used to play football and futsal.

I also read books and watch movies. Mostly sci-fi or biography or to learn new stuff. 
I like LEGO and video-games. 
I'm interested in personal-finance and crypto.

I'm always eager to learn new stuff or get to know new topics.

Who I am
I am an owner/CTO at CHINO.io, a law-security-tech company that I founded in 2014.

I’ve worked in the R&D field as PostDoc (I hold a PhD in Computer Science), and in companies (at SAP and HPLabs).

I’m a tech person with ability to code, organise the work of tech teams and manage tech people (not only tech).

I’ve advanced developer skills (I started in high school) with the last 10 years in Python and Django. I’ve built several backend systems. I’ve the ability to own a product from design to delivery, planning the scalability and security till the production and scaling systems.I’ve experience in public speaking. 

I’ve done that at various events in front of large crowds (most of the time in English).

Last time i took the test I resulted a INTP-T type
2015 - Now
CTO/Founder @ Chino.io
I founded Chino.io and I managed that. If you like C-Roles definitions I'm the CTO. 
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I don't know why people are so keen to put the details of their private life in public; they forget that invisibility is a superpower.


>_ Banksy




This new site is made with free webflow - old version is here

